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Abstract

Recent research has highlighted the efficiency of the MFN principle within the GATT/
WTO structure. This paper analyzes the exception made to MFN within Article XXIII that
allows discriminatory punishment for deviations from the agreement. We argue that, in the
absence of collusion, the MFN exception reduces the severity of punishment and thus
lowers the level of cooperation that can be achieved by the agreement. However,
discriminatory punishment may still be beneficial as we show that it reduces the problems
associated with the potential for renegotiation during the punishment phase. Finally, we
argue that our results are also applicable to the question of whether to use trade policy
sanctions as a means of enforcing agreements covering domestic policies.
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1 . Introduction

Since its inception, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) has
been extremely successful in liberalizing trade barriers. One of the pillars of the
GATT system is the most-favored-nation (MFN) principle that requires each
member of GATT to offer market access on non-discriminatory terms to all other
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members of GATT. Recent papers (e.g., Bagwell and Staiger, 1999a, 2002;
McCalman, 2002; Zissimos and Vines, 1999) have made clear that this principle
of non-discrimination plays a key role in the achievement of efficient multilateral
trade agreements. Given these efficiency properties, it seems beneficial to analyze
the cases under which exceptions to MFN are allowed in GATT.

There are three main cases where exceptions to MFN are made within the
GATT framework. The first involves ‘safeguard’ actions under Article XIX (the
escape clause), although departures from MFN under Article XIX are only allowed
on consultation with the Safeguards Committee. The second involves the signing
of preferential customs unions or free trade agreements under Article XXIV. The
third main exception involves retaliatory actions under the dispute settlement
mechanism of Article XXIII. If GATT authorizes a retaliatory action under Article
XXIII, such action need not be taken on MFN basis (see Jackson, 1989). It is this
last exception that is the subject of this paper.

The exception to MFN under Article XXIII allows countries to discriminate in
the dispute settlement phase of the agreement. Thus, under Article XXIII, in the
event that a country deviates from the agreement, member countries are allowed to
punish only the deviating country while maintaining cooperation among them-
selves. The question raised by this paper is whether allowing such discriminatory
punishment can assist in enforcing greater cooperation within the agreement.

We adopt the view that enforcement issues are central to the design and
understanding of international agreements. Specifically we argue that, in the
absence of an external enforcement mechanism, international agreements are only
viable if member countries view continued cooperation to be in their own
self-interest. The GATT/WTO dispute settlement mechanism may play an
important role in coordinating multilateral enforcement efforts (see, for example,
Maggi, 1999). However, it has no independent ability to punish violations on its
own. Thus, international agreements like GATT are limited in their ability to
enforce cooperation by the severity of punishment which member countries can
credibly threaten against potential cheaters. In Section 3 of the paper we argue that
discriminatory punishment actually reduces the severity of punishment that can be

1threatened to potential cheaters, and thus leads to a less cooperative agreement.
Thus, countries would be better off if they could credibly commit to non-
discriminatory punishment (symmetric punishment of all members of the agree-
ment) since such punishment is a stronger deterrent to deviations. Such a result
casts doubts on the efficiency of the Article XXIII exception to MFN.

However, in Sections 4 and 5 of the paper we provide two arguments that

1This result is driven by a ‘tariff complementarity’ effect whereby a reduction in the tariff against
one country results in a reduction in the optimal tariff against another country. Thus, our result is
comparable to the recent theoretical literature on how the formation of trading blocs affects the ability
to sustain multilateral agreements where tariff complementarity also plays an important role (e.g.,
Bagwell and Staiger, 1999b; Bond et al., 2001).
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suggest discriminatory punishment may be optimal within a self-enforcing
agreement. In Section 4 we argue that discriminatory punishment is optimal when
member countries are allowed to collude in setting tariffs against the cheating
country during the punishment phase. In Section 5, we argue that, even in the
absence of collusion, discriminatory punishments may be optimal when the
self-enforcing agreement is susceptible to renegotiation. Indeed, as mentioned by
Ludema (2001), the GATT dispute settlement mechanism actually encourages
renegotiation after disputes have been triggered. As has been well established in
the game theory literature, requiring punishments to be renegotiation-proof can
reduce the severity of the punishment that is threatened to potential deviators,
creating problems for the enforcement of agreements. In Section 5, we show, using
a standard definition of renegotiation-proof punishments suggested by Ludema
(2001), that allowing discriminatory punishments can reduce the problems
associated with the potential for renegotiation during the punishment phase of the
agreement. Thus, we argue that the Article XXIII exception to MFN is justified in
agreements where punishments are sensitive to renegotiation.

Finally, in Section 6, we argue that our results are also relevant to the question
of whether to use trade policy as a means of enforcing international agreements
covering domestic policies (e.g., environmental policy). Specifically, we argue that
one of the inherent advantages of trade policy over domestic policy as an
instrument of enforcement is its discriminatory potential (i.e., trade sanctions can
be used to punish only those members who cheat on the agreement, maintaining
cooperation among the rest). The results of our paper suggest that discriminatory
trade policy sanctions can be beneficial as a means of enforcing international
domestic policy agreements that are sensitive to the problems of renegotiation.

2 . The model

The analysis is conducted within a three-country (X, Y andZ), three-good (x, y
and z) ‘competing exporters’ model of trade analagous to that employed by
Bagwell and Staiger (1999b). Demand for goodi in country J is given by a

i i i idemand functionD ( p ) wherep is the local price of the good andD9( p ),0.J J J J
i iProduction of goodi in country J is defined by a supply functionQ ( p ) whereJ J

i 2Q9( p ).0. These demand and supply functions are assumed to be defined so thatJ

each country is the ‘natural’ exporter of two of the goods and the unique importer
of the third. For notational simplicity we let the lower case letter denote the unique
import good for each country (e.g., countryY imports y and exportsx and z).

2Note that demand and supply are solely functions of own price effects and thus we are abstracting
from cross-price and income effects. This framework can be rationalized in general equilibrium terms
by assuming the presence of a numeraire good with quasi-linear utility and with production assumed to
be a function of labor where labor supply is infinitely elastic at a unitary wage.
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We assume that countries choose specific import tariffs on their import goods
which create a wedge between local prices in the importing and exporting

ycountries. For example, definep as the local price (paid by consumers) of goodyY

in the importing countryY. In that case, the local price ofy in countriesX andZ
(the exporters ofy) will be given (provided trade taxes are not prohibitive) by

y y y y y yp ( p , t )5 p 2t and p ( p , t )5 p 2t wheret represents the tariffX Y YX Y YX Z Y YZ Y YZ ij

placed by countryi on the exports of countryj. Prices of the other two goods are
3defined accordingly.

i i iDefine excess demand for goodi in country J by M ( p ) whereM9( p ), 0.J J J
iFrom the market clearing condition (i.e.,o M 5 0) and the demand and supplyJ J

equations, one can derive the local price of each good as a function of tariff policy.
Implicitly differentiating the market clearing condition, one can derive that an
increase in tariffs against either of the two exporting countries will raise the local
price of the good in the importing country. For example, with respect to goody:

y y9 y y9
≠p M ≠p MY X Y Z
]] ]] ]] ]]5 .0 and 5 .0 (1)

y9 x9≠t ≠tYX YZO M O MJ J
J J

From (1) and the definition of local prices, one can derive that an increase in the
tariff against one exporting country will decrease the local price in that country,
but will increase the local price in the alternate export country (i.e., the model
exhibits trade diversion). For example, with respect to goody:

y y9 y9 y y9
≠p 2 (M 1M ) ≠p MX Y Z Z X
]] ]]]]] ]] ]]5 , 0 and 5 . 0 (2)

y9 y9≠t ≠tYX YXO M O MJ J
J J

Finally, governments are assumed to maximize the sum of consumer surplus
and producer surplus, and tax revenue. Thus welfare for countryY on its import

4and export goods, respectively, is given by:
yp̂` Y

y y yˆ ˆ ˆ ˆW (t , t );E D(p )dp 1E Q(p )dp 2t M 2t MY YX YZ YX X YZ Z

y 0p̂ Y
xp̂` Y

x ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ (3)W (t , t );E D(p )dp 1E Q(p )dpY XY XZ

x 0p̂ Y
xp̂` Y

z ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆW (t , t );E D(p )dp 1E Q(p )dpY ZY ZX

z 0p̂ Y

3 x x x x x x x z z zGiven p , p ( p , t )5 p 2t and p ( p , t )5 p 2t . Likewise, givenp , p ( p , t )5X Y X XY X XY Z X XZ X XZ Z X Z ZX
z z z zp 2t and p ( p , t )5 p 2t .Z ZX Y Z ZY Z ZY

4Welfare for countriesX and Z are defined symmetrically.
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In the absence of an international agreement, each country sets trade taxes on its
importing good to maximize national welfare, taking the policy choices of its
trading partner as given.

Taking the derivatives of (3) with respect tot and t , and solving out theYX YZ

first-order conditions yields:

y9M ZD y y ]]]t 5e 1 (t 2 e )YX X YZ Z y9 y9M 1MZ Y (4)y9M XD y y ]]]t 5e 1 (t 2 e )YZ Z YX X y9 y9M 1MX Y

i i i 9where e 5M /M is inversely related to the trade elasticity of goodi fromj J J

country J. The above two first-order conditions specify unilaterally optimal tariffs
D Dby country Y on imports from each country (t and t ) and reflect familiarYX YZ

terms-of-trade incentives in which countries impose a positive tariff on imports so
as to lower the world price of the good. Thus, from (4), the higher the trade
elasticity of the exporting country, the lower the optimal tariff on imports from
that country. However, when importing from multiple sources the terms of trade
argument needs to be augmented. Note from (4) that the optimal tariff against each
country is also a function of the tariff that is set against the alternate trading
partner. This is due to the trade diversion exhibited in the model. For example,
consider an increase by countryY of its tariff against countryX (t ). Due to tradeYX

diversion this leads to increased demand for the output of countryZ and hence
raises the local price of the good from countryZ. To the extent that countryY is

ysetting low tariffs against countryZ (i.e.,t , e ) this increase in the price of theYZ Z

import good represents a terms of trade loss for countryY and thus reduces the
incentive to raise tariffs against countryX. Note that these terms-of-trade losses
will be larger the more inelastic is trade with the alternate country (i.e., holdingtYZ

yconstant an increase ine reduces the incentive to raiset ). In the followingZ YX

Lemma we establish that, as a result of the above incentives, tariffs will be
complementary. That is, an increase in the tariff against countryX will lead to an
increase in the optimal tariff against countryZ:

Lemma 1. Assuming demand and supply functions are linear, a country’s tariffs
on imports of the same good from different trading partners will be complemen-

Dtary (i.e., ≠t /≠t . 0).YX YZ

DProof. Taking the derivative oft (defined by (4)) with respect tot , oneYX YZ
5derives that:

5Note that (5) is derived by either assuming that demand and supply functions are linear (so that
second derivatives can be suppressed) or by evaluating the derivative in the area of the Nash

Yequilibrium (wheret 5 e ).YZ Z
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y y9 y y y y9
≠e M ≠e ≠t ≠e ≠e MX Z Z YX X Z Z
]] ]]] ]] ]] ]] ]] ]]]12 1 5 1 12S DF S D Gy9 y9 y9 y9≠t ≠t ≠t ≠t ≠tM 1M M 1MYX YX YZ YZ YZZ Y Z Y

(5)

Simplifying using (1) and (2) and assuming that demand and supply functions are
linear so that we can ignore second derivatives, one derives that:

y9 y9 y9M (2O M 1M )Z J Y≠t jYX
]] ]]]]]]]]]]]]]]]5 (6)y9 y9≠t M ?MYZ Z Xy9 y9 y9 y9 y9 ]]]](M 1M ) O M 1 (M 1M )1F GZ Y J Z Y y9 y9(M 1M )J Z Y

It is direct to derive that, since both the numerator and denominator of the above
expression are unambiguously positive, that tariffs are complementary.h

The non-cooperative (Nash) equilibrium is the intersection of the above best-
response functions and is given by:

N y N y
t 5 e and t 5 e (7)YX X YZ Z

Globally efficient trade policies will be set to maximize world welfare (W 1X

W 1W ), and will serve as the natural goals towards which countries strive whenY Z

they cooperate. Taking the derivative of world welfare with respect tot andtYX YZ

solving out the first-order conditions, we derive that globally optimal policies are
defined by free trade (t 5t 5 0).YX YZ

The setup of the model reflects the typical prisoners dilemma, in which
countries want to cooperate to free trade, but have a unilateral incentive to erect
barriers to trade. Unfortunately, the desire to erect trade barriers does not disappear
once an agreement is in place, and a critical problem faced by any international
agreement is the lack of an external enforcement mechanism to ensure that the
signatories uphold their obligations. In the absence of external enforcement
mechanisms, an agreement will only be viable if it is self-enforcing (i.e., member
countries must view continued cooperation to be in their own best interest). Dixit
(1987), Bagwell and Staiger (1990) and Riezman (1991) show how countries can
support low tariffs within a repeated relationship by configuring the tariff
agreement so that each country fears that a decision to cheat on the agreement
would trigger a costly retaliatory episode in the future. In the following section, we
employ this framework to determine if the discriminatory power of tariffs can
facilitate cooperation.
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3 . Self-enforcing agreements

An international agreement is defined by a set of binding cooperative policies
c(denotedt ). However, given the lack of an external enforcement mechanism, we

require our agreement to be configured so that these cooperative trade barriers are
self-enforcing. To that end, we assume that any deviation from these cooperative
policies triggers a retaliatory episode. Thus, we characterize time periods as being
either a period of ‘cooperation’, ‘deviation’ or ‘retaliation’. The previous literature
on self-enforcing international trade agreements (such as GATT) has focused on
trigger strategies in which retaliation entails reversion, for a fixed number of
periods, to the static Nash equilibrium (e.g., see Bagwell and Staiger, 1990;
Riezman, 1991; Hungerford, 1991). The advantage of this approach is it ensures
that the equilibrium of the repeated game is subgame perfect. Thus, as a
benchmark case, we focus on credible (subgame perfect) agreements in which
countries threaten to revert to the static Nash equilibrium in the event of a
violation.

For tractability we will assume that our model is symmetric which allows us to
conduct the analysis with respect to a single deviating countryX, with symmetric

6conditions holding for the other two countries. During periods of cooperation,
ccountries set a low, common trade barrier (i.e.,t 5t for all countries). Given theij

symmetric nature of the model, common cooperative trade barriers imply that
countries split the gains from cooperation equally. The level of welfare in a period
of cooperation for countryi is defined by:

C x c y c z cW ;W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t 1t ). (8)i i XY XZ i YX YZ i ZX ZY

c NHowever, provided thatt ,t , each country will have an incentive to deviate
from this common cooperative policy. In this paper, we consider the case where a

7country deviates against both trading partners. When deviating, a country will
impose unilaterally optimal trade taxes (defined by (7)) and the level of welfare in
a period of deviation (where country X has deviated on the agreement) for country
i is given by:

D x N y c z cW ;W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t 5t ). (9)i i XY XZ i YX YZ i ZX ZY

Once a country deviates from the agreement, it triggers retaliation by the

6Symmetry can be imposed by assuming that countries have identical demand and supply functions
with respect to their respective import goods, left-hand side export goods and right-hand side export
goods.

7This can be justified by assuming that a violation (raising of a tariff against either of the two
exporting countries) triggers multilateral retaliation by both countries (see Maggi, 1999 for a discussion
of the issues relating to multilateral retaliation within international trade agreements). Given that any
deviation by the importing country will trigger multilateral retaliation, a country will always cheat on
both trading partners.
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remaining countries. If this retaliation is non-discriminatory, then retaliation
implies an abandonment of the entire agreement and a symmetric reversion to the
Nash equilibrium on the part of all countries. Thus, with non-discriminatory

Npunishment, countries will play Nash tariffs (t given by (7)) during a period of
retaliation. Welfare for countryi in a retaliatory period with nondiscriminatory
punishment (denoted by NP) is given by:

NP x N y N z NW ;W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t 5t ).i i XY XZ i YX YZ i ZX ZY

(10)

Alternatively, retaliation can be discriminatory, in which case non-cheating
members of the agreement raise their tariffs against the cheating member while
keeping tariffs low against each other. For example, assume countryX has cheated
on the agreement. Then, as a means of punishment, countriesY and Z will only
revert to unilaterally optimal tariffs on trade with countryX. That is, during a
period of retaliation, taxes set on goods from countryX are unilaterally optimal

Dtaxes for countriesY andZ (denotedt and defined by (4)), conditional on the fact
that countriesY and Z are continuing to cooperate among themselves (i.e.,

c˜t 5t 5t )). We denote the lower trade barrier between countriesY and Z byYZ ZY
c

t̃ since there is no requirement that countriesY and Z must necessarily set the
csame cooperative tariffs,t as in the multilateral agreement. The only requirement

c N 8˜we place is thatt ,t .
Therefore, provided that countryX has deviated from the agreement in a past

period, welfare for countryi in a period of retaliation with discriminatory
punishment (denoted byDP) is given by:

DP x N y D c c˜ ˜W ;W (t 5t 5t )1W (t 5t (t ), t 5 t )i i XY XZ i YX YZ

z D c c˜ ˜1W (t 5t (t ), t 5 t ). (11)i ZX ZY

An optimal international agreement results in the countries jointly choosing
ccooperative policies (t ) to maximize the cooperative level of welfare subject to

the constraint that no country has an incentive to defect from the agreement. The
c c

t that satisfies this constrained maximization will be the smallestt that satisfies
the self-enforcement constraint and will be referred to as the ‘most-cooperative’

cˆtariff (t ). Satisfying the self-enforcement constraint entails balancing the current
gains to deviating from the agreement against the future longterm losses to
retaliation. We assume that, in the case of a violation of the agreement, countries
revert to retaliatory tariffs forT periods followed by a reversion to most-

8Intuitively, we are assuming that the non-deviating countries maintain some degree of cooperation
c N˜(i.e., low tariffs) among themselves. Ift 5t , then one would simply have the case of non-

discriminatory punishment.
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cˆcooperative tariffs (t ) thereafter, and refer to this sequence of periods as the
‘punishment path’.

The self-enforcement constraint is satisfied provided that the discounted value of
Ccooperating in the agreement (1/(12d )W ) is greater than the discounted value

of deviating from the agreement and then triggering the punishment path. In the
case of non-discriminatory punishment, the self-enforcement constraint for country
X is given by:

1 dc NP C D NP C]] ]]F Gg(t ) ; W 2 W 1 (12r)W 1rW $0 (12)s dX X X X12d 12d
Twhere r 5d represents the relative weight placed on the cooperative versus

non-cooperative welfare in the punishment path (and is, of course, a function of
the duration of punishment,T ).

In the case of discriminatory punishment, the self-enforcement constraint for
country X is given by:

1 dc DP C D DP C]] ]]F Gg(t ) ; W 2 W 1 (12r)W 1rW $ 0. (13)s dX X X X12d 12d

If the threat of retaliation is not sufficient to support free trade as a self-
enforcing equilibrium (e.g., when countries discount the future heavily) then the
self-enforcement constraint will bind. In that case, the question becomes which
form of punishment (i.e., discriminatory or non-discriminatory) can support a
more cooperative agreement.

One aspect of self-enforcing agreements is that the degree of cooperation that
can be sustained is tied to the degree of punishment that can be threatened in the
case of deviation. Specifically, more stringent punishment lowers the gain to
deviating from the agreement and thus allows the agreement to support a more
cooperative outcome. This is reflected in Lemma 2.

Lemma 2. Given that the self-enforcement constraint binds, a more stringent
punishment (i.e., a lower level of welfare for the deviating country in a period of
retaliation) can support a lower cooperative tariff.

Proof. In Appendix A.

The above Lemma is reflected in Fig. 1. Rearranging (12) one derives that a
cooperative tariff is supported within the non-discriminatory agreement provided

NP Cthat average welfare along the punishment path ((12r)W 1rW ) is less thanX X
c C D C

f(t );W 2 [(12d ) /d ](W 2W ). If this condition holds, then the gain to
remaining in the agreement outweighs the potential gain to deviating on the
agreement and then reverting to the punishment path. As is shown in Fig. 1, the
range of enforceable tariffs, for which no country would have an incentive to

NP Ndeviate from the agreement, is given by the interval [t , t ]. Since global welfare
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Fig. 1. Determining the most-cooperative tariff.

is monotonically increasing as the cooperative tariff is lowered towards free trade,
NP cˆt represents the most-cooperative tariff (t ).

cNote from Fig. 1 that, holdingt constant, as average welfare on the
NP Cpunishment path falls (i.e., the line denoted (12r)W 1rW shifts down) theX X

cˆagreement will be able to support lower cooperative tariffs (i.e.,t will decrease).
Lemma 2 implies that the optimal punishment scheme is the one that can threaten
the most stringent punishment (i.e., the lowest level of welfare along the
punishment path for the deviating country). In the analysis that follows, we
determine which punishment path (discriminatory or non-discriminatory) is
associated with the most stringent punishment for the deviating country.

Note, from (3), that foreign tariffs only affect home country welfare in their
effect on export prices, and that home welfare is monotonically increasing in the
price of its export good. Thus, the effect of discriminatory punishment on the
deviating country depends on the effect of discrimination on that country’s export
prices. For example, take the case that countryX has deviated from the agreement.
Then the effect of discriminatory punishment can be reduced to the effect of
lowered tariffs between the non-deviating countries (i.e.,t , t ) on the exportYZ ZY
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y zprices of the deviating country (i.e.,p , p ). For example, from the definition ofX X
yp , one can derive that:X

y y ydp ≠p ≠p ≠tX X X YX
]] ]] ]] ]]5 1 ? . (14)dt ≠t ≠t ≠tYZ YZ YX YZ

From (14) one sees that discriminatory punishment has two related effects on
the welfare of the deviating country. First, since it allows the non-deviating
countries to maintain lower trade barriers against one another, the basic impact of
discrimination is to divert trade from the deviating country to the non-deviating
countries. Thus, discriminating against the deviating country during periods of
retaliation will directly lower the welfare of the deviating country by diverting
trade away from that country. This can be seen in the first term of (14) where

y
≠p /≠t .0.X YZ

On the other hand, as discussed in Section 2, tariffs are complementary across
countries (i.e.,t /≠t . 0). When the non-deviating countries attempt to lowerYX YZ

tariffs against one another, they are also lowering their unilaterally optimal tariff
against the deviating country. Thus, nondiscriminatory punishment can credibly
threaten higher tariffs against deviating countries than can a discriminatory
punishment scheme. Accordingly, discriminating against the deviating country
during periods of retaliation will indirectly raise the welfare of the deviating
country since it will face lower retaliatory tariffs. This can be seen in the second

yterm of (14) where≠p /≠t ? ≠t /≠t ,0.X YX YX YZ

As we establish in the following Lemma, this second effect is the stronger of the
two and thus:

Lemma 3. Assuming that demand and supply functions are linear, non-dis-
criminatory punishment results in lower welfare for the deviating country than

NP DPdiscriminatory punishment in a period of retaliation (W ,W ).X X

Proof. From (14), (1) and (2) one can derive that lowering the tariff between
non-deviating countries will raise the welfare of the deviating country if:

y9
≠t MYX Z
]] ]]]. (15)S Dy9 y9≠t M 1MYZ Z Y

Substituting (5), which provides an expression for≠t /≠t into (15) we deriveYX YZ
ythat ≠p /≠t ,0 if:X YZ

y
≠e Zy9 y9 ]]M ?O M . 0. (16)yY JF G≠pJ Z

i 9 y ySince M , 0 for any goodi and any countryJ and ≠e /≠p . 0 for linearJ Z Z

demand and supply functions, the above condition is satisfied and a reduction in
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the tariff between the nondeviating countries will raise the export prices and hence
the welfare of the deviating country.h

The result that tariff complementarity dominates trade diversion is due to the
ieffect that trade diversion has on the trade elasticities (i.e.,e ). Intuitively, aJ

reduction in the tariff between non-deviating countries (e.g.,t ) leads to increasedYZ

trade between the non-deviating countries and reduced trade between the deviating
country and the non-deviating countries. Focusing on the case where demand and
supply functions are sufficiently linear, the reduced trade between the deviating
country and non-deviating country leads to a lower optimal tariff against the

y 9non-deviating country (i.e.,≠e /≠t .0). Likewise, the increased trade betweenX YZ

the non-deviating countries leads to a higher optimal tariff between the non-
ydeviating countries (i.e.,≠e /≠t , 0) and thus, by (4), reduces the incentives toZ YZ

raise the tariff against the deviating country. Since both of these effects strengthen
the tariff complementarity effect (by encouraging a lower tariff against the
deviating country) it dominates the trade diversion effect and thus leads to
non-discrimination being a superior punishment strategy.

However, if higher-order derivatives are relatively large, then the opposite result
y0 y9 2 y y yis possible. For example, ifM 5 (M ) /M then ≠e /≠t 5 0 and, as can beZ Z Z Z Z

seen from (16), the tariff-complementarity effect would equal the trade diversion
effect and discrimination and nondiscrimination would be equivalent. By the same

y0rationale, if the second derivatives dominate the first derivatives (i.e.,M ,Z
y9 2 y y y(M ) /M , 0) then≠e /≠t ,0 and discrimination could actually be preferred.Z Z Z Z

Intuitively, if the excess demand curve is sufficiently concave, then a reduction in
the tariff between the non-deviating countries increases the elasticity of trade
between the non-deviating countries thus weakening the tariff-complementarity
effect so that it no longer dominates the trade diversion effect.

While the above qualification should be kept in mind and the limitations of the
partial equilibrium model are acknowledged, nevertheless similar results are also
present in general equilibrium models. For example, Kennan and Riezman (1990)
show (in a general-equilibrium model of trade), that the creation of a free-trade
agreement will shift the terms-of-trade in favor of and raise the welfare of
non-member countries. The implication of this analysis is that maintaining
cooperation among non-deviating countries will actually raise the welfare of the
deviating country and thus lessen the threat of punishment. Thus, it is the case that
within a standard model of self-enforcing agreements, the discriminatory power of
trade policy could actually reduce the enforcement power of the agreement.

c NP DPThis result is reflected in Fig. 1, where, for a givenT andt , sinceW ,W ,X X

average welfare along the non-discriminatory punishment path is less than average
welfare with discriminatory punishment. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the stronger

9By sufficiently linear we mean that the first derivatives are large relative to the second derivatives.
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punishment of non-discriminatory tariffs implies that the non-discriminatory
agreement can support lower cooperative tariffs. Thus, from Lemma 2 and Lemma
3 we derive our first Proposition:

Proposition 1. Within a self-enforcing international agreement, holding T con-
stant, non-discriminatory punishment will be preferred to discriminatory punish-
ment when demand and supply functions are linear.

The above proposition implies that discriminating against cheating members in
the punishment phase does not increase the severity of the punishment threatened
to potential deviators. Surprisingly, discriminatory punishment actually lowers the
punishment threat of the agreement, and thus non-discrimination would be the
preferred punishment scheme. This result is a function of the fact that, when the
non-deviating countries lower their bilateral trade barriers during periods of
retaliation, they are providing a net terms-of-trade benefit to the deviating

10country.

4 . Collusive punishment

In the previous section it was shown that allowing discriminatory tariffs during
the punishment phase actually reduces the punishment threat of the agreement.
However, this result was derived under the assumption that member countries (Y
and Z) do not attempt to exploit their joint market-power against the deviating
country (X) in the punishment phase. In this section we show that the opposite is
possible if we allow member countries to collude against deviators by setting
tariffs jointly (i.e., if countries Y and Z set tariffs against countryX which
maximize their joint-welfare during the punishment phase).

To see this, we first derive optimal (collusive) tariffs against the deviating
DCcountry X under conditions of both discriminatory (t ) and non-discriminatory

NC(t ) punishment. Under non-discriminatory punishment, countriesY and Z will
set non-discriminatory tariffs against both countryX and each other (i.e.,t 5YX

NC y y
t 5t ) to maximize their joint-welfare (i.e.,W (t ,t )1W (t ,t )).YZ Y YX YZ Z YX YZ

Taking the derivatives of this joint-welfare function with respect to the non-
NCdiscriminatory trade barrier (t ) and solving out the first-order condition one

derives that:

10The above analysis does assume that retaliation entails reversion to an interior Nash equilibrium. In
the case that countries have access to export-sector policies and autarky is used as the Nash threatpoint,
then discriminatory and non-discriminatory punishments are equivalent. Thus, in this section we can
only state that non-discrimination is weakly preferred to discrimination as punishment scheme.
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yM XNC NC ]]]t 5t 5 (17)YX YZ y9 y9M 1MX Z

NCNote that the non-discriminatory collusive tariff (t ) given in (17) is lower
Nthan the nondiscriminatory Nash tariff (t ) given in (7). Intuitively, with

collusion, MFN punishment tariffs are low because member countries are
unwilling to raise tariffs against their colluding partners. Since these low tariffs
decrease the punishment threat of the agreement, it should be apparent that when
punishment is constrained to be non-discriminatory, the agreement should discour-
age collusion in the punishment phase.

With discriminatory punishment, tariffs set against countryX are optimal
DCcollusive taxes for countriesY and Z (denotedt ) conditional on the fact that

countriesY andZ are continuing to cooperate among themselves (i.e.,t 5t 5YZ ZY
c

t̃ )). Once again, optimal collusive taxes are set to maximize the joint welfare of
countriesY andZ. Taking the derivative of the joint-welfare function with respect
to t and solving out the first-order condition yields:YX

y9M ZDC y ]]]t 5e 1t . (18)YX X YZ y9 y9M 1MY Z

DCNote that for anyt . 0 the discriminatory collusive tariff (t ) is greater thanYZ
Dthe unilaterally optimal tariff (t ) given in (4). Intuitively, with collusive taxes

member countries can internalize the trade diversion effects of their tariffs. Thus,
discriminatory tariffs will be high since member countries will be seeking to divert
trade to their colluding partners, leading to lower welfare for deviating countries in
the punishment phase of the agreement. As we show in the following proposition,
this collusive effect will outweigh the tariff complementarity effect for small

c˜deviations from non-discriminatory Nash punishment (i.e., ift is sufficiently
Nclose tot ):

Proposition 2. For linear demand and supply functions, there exists a discriminat-
ory punishment path, involving collusion among the non-deviating countries,
which is preferred to non-discriminatory punishment in a self-enforcing agree-
ment.

Proof. In Appendix B.

5 . Renegotiation-proof agreements

In line with previous literature, the analysis of the previous section focused on
trigger strategies in which violations are automatically punished for a fixed number
of periods. However, one of the noteworthy features of the dispute settlement
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procedures (DSP) within the GATT system is the opportunities it provides for
consultation and negotiation. Indeed the recent Uruguay round explicitly provides
a forum in which member countries can discuss both perceived deviations and
potential sanctions. As noted by Ludema (2001), if there is a mechanism through
which countries can resolve their differences after deviation, then the potential
severity of punishment may be limited. Specifically, once countries have reverted
to the punishment phase, they will have an incentive to renegotiate so as to achieve
some additional gains from trade. Unfortunately, such renegotiation reduces the
threat of being punished and may undermine the previous cooperative agreement.
The question raised in this section is whether the discriminatory power of tariffs
provides a means of minimizing this potential problem.

To address this question, we focus our attention on international agreements that
are ‘renegotiation-proof’. There are many definitions of renegotiation proofness as
well as punishment paths that satisfy certain definitions of renegotiation proofness.
In this paper, we adopt the punishment path proposed by Ludema (2001) in which
the time spent retaliating (defined in the previous section and denoted byT ) is
limited to ensure that the punishment is credible and is not susceptible to
renegotiation. The advantage of adopting Ludema’s proposed punishment scheme
is that it is designed to mimic elements of the GATT dispute settlement procedure.

5 .1. Non-discriminatory punishment

In this section, we characterize a renegotiation-proof agreement that employs
cnon-discriminatory retaliation. As before, a common cooperative tariff (t ) is

negotiated in the initial phase to maximize cooperative welfare, subject to the
provision that it is self-enforcing. In the event of a violation of the agreement, a
punishment path is triggered. However, in this section, we are concerned with the
possibility that, once countries have entered the punishment path, they will attempt
to renegotiate the original agreement (and thereby avoid the threatened sanctions).
To this end we follow Ludema (2001) by requiring that our punishment path has
the following properties:

(1) subgame perfection: no country has an incentive to unilaterally deviate;
(2) reciprocity: each country receives equal welfare along the path;
(3) consistency: the same path is specified for any deviation; and
(4) unanimity: the path is Pareto efficient.

As shown by Ludema (2001), the above properties can be satisfied by a
Npunishment path in which countries play symmetric Nash tariffs (i.e.,t defined

by (7)) for T periods, followed by a return to the cooperative equilibrium (i.e, the
lowest self-enforcing cooperative tariff). It should be apparent that the non-
discriminatory punishment path specified above satisfies the first three properties.
In addition, the fourth property can be satisfied by simply restricting the time spent
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retaliating along the punishment path (T ). Specifically, by adjustingT, the
agreement can be configured so that the proposed punishment-path is pareto
efficient (and thus will satisfy the unanimity requirement and be immune to
renegotiation).

Note that for the agreement to be credible the proposed cooperative tariff
cˆ(t (r)) must be self-enforcing. As a result, (12) must be satisfied to ensure that no

11 cˆcountry would deviate from the cooperative tariff. From (12) one derivest as a
function of T (or equivalently,r [ [0,1]). Note that the longer the punishment
phase remains at the non-cooperative equilibrium (i.e., a lowerr), the more severe

c cthe punishment and the lower thet the agreement can support (i.e.,≠t /≠r . 0).
Thus,T must be sufficiently large so as to satisfy the self-enforcement constraint
and support the proposed most-cooperative tariff.

The basic result of introducing renegotiation into the analysis is that the length
of time spent retaliating is now endogenous. Specifically, a renegotiation-proof
agreement will chooseT (or r) to maximize global welfare along the punishment
path:

NP GNP GCmaxv 5 (12r)W 1rW (19)
r

GNPwhereW represents global welfare in periods of non-discriminatory punish-
GNP NP NP NP GCment (i.e.,W 5W 1W 1W ) and W represents global welfare inX Y Z

GC C C Cperiods of cooperation (i.e.,W 5W 1W 1W ). The solution to the aboveX Y Z
C cˆconstrained maximization is demonstrated by Fig. 2. The payoff,W (t ), is the

Ccooperative level of welfare from a given ‘most-cooperative’ tariff. Thus,W is an
increasing function ofT (since greater punishment implies that a lower cooperative
tariff can be supported). The average welfare along the punishment path (v) is a

C NPweighted average ofW and welfare in the punishment phase (W ) and is equal
NPto W at T 5 0 and at the limit asT approaches infinity. Thus, as can be seen in

Fig. 2, by restricting the time spent in the punishment phase toT*, the agreement
maximizes average welfare along the punishment path. Solving (19) we find that
the optimalr* is given by the following first-order condition:)

GNP GC
≠((12r)W ) ≠(rW )
]]]]] ]]]1 5 0 (20)

≠r ≠r

Of course reducing the time spent in the punishment phase limits the amount of
cooperation that the agreement can achieve, but is necessary in order to make the
required sanctions renegotiation-proof. Likewise, givenr*, the ‘most-cooperative’

cˆtariff (t (r)) is given by the self-enforcement constraint (12). Assuming that the

11There also exists a condition that the countries would be willing to enter the punishment phase (as
opposed to reverting indefinitely to the Nash equilibrium) but this condition is satisfied trivially.
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Fig. 2. Renegotiation – proof punishment.

self-enforcement constraint binds (and thus (12) holds with equality), by implicitly
cˆdifferentiating (12) one derives that att (r)

C D NP C
≠W ≠W ≠ (12r)W ≠(rW )s dX X X X
]] ]] ]]]] ]]]5 (12d ) 1d 1 (21)F G
≠r ≠r ≠r ≠r

Since non-discrimination results in symmetric welfare along the punishment
C G NP GNPpath (i.e., 3W 5W and 3W 5W ), substituting (20) into (21) one derivesX C X

cˆthat at thet (r) for non-discriminatory punishment:

C D
≠W ≠WX X
]] ]]5 (12d ) . (22)
≠r ≠r

As can be seen in Fig. 3, Eq. (22) implicitly defines the most-cooperative tariff
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Fig. 3. Determining the most-cooperative tariff in a renegotiation – proof agreement.

NP 12for non-discriminatory punishment (t ) as a function ofd and r. Note that as
Dcountries place higher weight on the future (i.e.,d → 1), the line (12d )dW

shifts upward and the agreement can achieve a lower most-cooperative tariff (i.e.,
NP

t → 0). The question we investigate in the following section is whether allowing
discriminatory punishment will assist in achieving an even lower most-cooperative
tariff.

12 C D cFig. 3 is drawn to reflect the fact that≠W /≠r 5 0. (12d )≠W /≠r at t 5 0 and thatX X
C D c N

≠W /≠r , (12d )≠W /≠r at t 5t for d [ (0,1) thus ensuring the existence of an equilibrium.X X
C c 2ˆAssuming well-behaved welfare functions (satisfying the second-order conditions that≠W /≠(t ) , 0X

2 c 2ˆand ≠ t /≠r , 0) this equilibrium will be unique. If there are multiple equilibrium, we assume that
countries coordinate to choose the lowest renegotiation-proof tariff and the analysis of this section goes
through.
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5 .2. Discriminatory punishment

In this section, we specify a punishment path that satisfies Ludema’s properties
for a renegotiation proof agreement with the exception that we modify the
reciprocity condition to accommodate the possibility of discriminatory punish-
ment. In Ludema (2001), reciprocity required that countries receive equal welfare
from the punishment path, and was intended to mimic the GATT’s emphasis on
restoring a ‘balance of concessions’ in negotiations. With discriminatory punish-
ment we maintain a balance of concessions since countries continue to set a

ccommon cooperative tariff (t ) in periods of cooperation, and deviators and
non-deviators continue to play Nash tariffs against one another in periods of
retaliation.

We adopt the same punishment path as before with the exception that, in a
period of retaliation, the non-deviating countries maintain a lower tariff against

c˜each other (t ) than the Nash tariffs they play against the deviator. As we establish
in the following Lemma, allowing non-deviating countries to maintain lower

c˜tariffs against each other (t ) in periods of retaliation means that the deviator
experiences lower welfare along the punishment path than do the nondeviators:

c˜Lemma 4. A small decrease in t from non-discriminatory punishment results in
higher welfare for the non-deviating countries relative to the deviating countries.

Proof. In Appendix C

We argue in this section that this relaxation of the reciprocity requirement can
assist in solving the problem of renegotiation-proofness and thereby lead to a more
cooperative agreement. Specifically, we argue that because the non-deviating
countries are receiving higher welfare in periods of retaliation, discriminatory
punishment can sustain punishment for a longer period of time, and thus can
support a lower ‘most-cooperative’ tariff.

As before, to satisfy the unanimity condition, an agreement with discriminatory
punishment must maximize global welfare along the punishment path:

DP GDP GCmaxv 5 (12r)W 1rW (23)
r

GDPwhereW represents global welfare during a period of discriminatory retaliation
GDP DP DP DP(i.e.,W 5W 1W 1W ). In this section we maintain the assumption thatX Y Z

countryX is the deviating country, while countriesY andZ are the non-deviating
countries.

cˆThe most-cooperative tariff (t ) set in periods of cooperation is determined by
the self-enforcement condition for discriminatory punishment. Implicitly differen-
tiating the self-enforcement constraint for discriminatory punishment (13), one

cˆderives that att (r):
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C D DP C
≠W ≠W ≠ (12r)W ≠(rW )s dX X X X
]] ]] ]]]] ]]]5 (12d ) 1d 1 . (24)F G
≠r ≠r ≠r ≠r

Eq. (24) implicitly defines the most-cooperative tariff for discriminatory
DPpunishment (t ) as a function ofd andr. Note, from Fig. 3, that if discriminatory

DPpunishment does assist in achieving a lower most-cooperative tariff (i.e.,t ,
NP DP C

t ), then it must be the case thatt is in the area where≠W /≠r . (12X
D

d )≠W /≠r. Thus, we can derive Lemma 5:X

Lemma 5. Within a renegotiation-proof agreement, discriminatory punishment
assists in achieving a lower ‘ most-cooperative’ trade barrier if:

DP GDP c˜≠W1 1 ≠W ≠tXGDP DP] F]] ]]]G]W 2W 1 (12r) 2 .0. (25)c cX3 3 ≠r˜ ˜≠t ≠t

Proof. From (24), if

DP C C D
≠[(12r)W ] ≠[rW ] ≠W ≠WX X X X
]]]] ]]] ]] ]]1 . 0 then . (12d )

≠r ≠r ≠r ≠r

DP DP NPat t . As can be seen from Fig. 3, this implies thatt ,t . It is direct to
derive that:

DP C C DP
≠ (12r)W ≠ rW ≠W ≠Ws d s dX X X XC DP]]]] ]]] ]] ]]d 1 5W 2W 1r 1 (12r)F G X X≠r ≠r ≠r ≠r

(26)

Likewise, from (23), the first-order condition for the optimalr* for discriminat-
ory punishment reduces to:

GC GDP
≠W ≠WGC GDP ]] ]]W 2W 1r 1 (12r) 5 0 (27)
≠r ≠r

Since discrimination results in symmetric welfare only during the cooperative
GC Cphase of the agreement (i.e.,W 53W ), one can substitute (27) into (26) toX

DP C DP NPderive thatd [≠(12r)W /≠r 1≠rW /≠r ] .0 and thust ,t if (25) isX X

satisfied. h

According to Lemma 5, if (25) is satisfied, then discriminatory punishment is
beneficial in minimizing the problems of renegotiation and achieving a lower
most-cooperative tariff. Note that the sole difference between discriminatory and
non-discriminatory punishment is that nondeviating countries play Nash tariffs

Nagainst each other with non-discrimination (i.e.,t 5t 5t ) while maintainingYZ ZY
c˜some degree of cooperation with discriminatory punishment (i.e.,t 5t 5t ).YZ ZY
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c˜Assume that the tariff set between non-deviating countries (t ) is given exogen-
ously, and is independent of the time spent retaliatingr. Under this assumption,
welfare during periods of retaliation is independent ofr and (25) reduces to the
condition that:

1 GDP DP]W .W (28)X3

Using (28), Lemma 5 states that discriminatory punishment will be beneficial in
supporting a lower most-cooperative tariff if welfare for the deviating country is
less than average welfare along the punishment path. However, we have already

c N˜established in Lemma 4 that this is the case fort close tot . Thus, we can state
Proposition 3:

Proposition 3. A discriminatory punishment path exists which will be preferred to
nondiscriminatory punishment in a renegotiation-proof agreement.

Proposition 3 is based on the fact that a small movement towards discriminatory
punishment will benefit the non-deviating countries more than the deviating
country. Even though average welfare along the punishment path may be the same
with both discriminatory and nondiscriminatory punishment (since the higher
welfare in periods of retaliation with discriminatory punishment is balanced by a
longer amount of time spent retaliating), the deviating country will receive less
than average welfare and thus more severe punishment with discriminatory
punishment.

However, not all discriminatory schemes are superior to non-discrimination. It is
c N˜possible for certain values oft ,t , that welfare for the deviating country is

higher than average global welfare along the punishment path. To show this, we
parameterize our model by assuming that demand for each countyJ on each good

i i ii is given byD ( p )5 a 2 b ? p . Similarly, supply for each country on its importJ J J
j j jgood is given byQ ( p )5 c ? p , while the supply functions for the export goodsJ J J

i i jare given byQ ( p )5 d ? p (with d . c). Solving out the parameterized modelj j J

and plotting welfare for the deviating country versus average welfare along the
13punishment phase, one derives Fig. 4. As can be seen, while small deviations

from the Nash equilibrium result in relatively lower welfare for the deviating
country, it is possible that large deviations from non-discrimination will result in
the deviating country receiving higher than average welfare in the punishment

13Fig. 4 is drawn to correspond with the parameter valuesb 5 c 5 1 andd 5 2. If either b or c is
˜sufficiently large, ord is sufficiently small, thent ,0 and thus discrimination would be preferred for

c N˜the entire range oft [ [0,t ].
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Fig. 4. Discrimination vs. non-discrimination with renegotiation.

14 c˜ ˜path. Thus, fort , t in Fig. 4, non-discriminatory punishment will be preferred
in a renegotiation-proof agreement.

c˜ ˜In Fig. 4, t divides t values into a region where discrimination would be
preferred and a region where non-discrimination would be preferred. The fraction

N c N˜ ˜t /t represents the proportion oft [ [0,t ] such that non-discrimination is
N˜preferred. Solving out fort and t in terms of parameter values, it is direct to

N˜derive thatt /t is monotonically increasing ind and decreasing inc and b (for
any positive values of these parameters whered . c). This is due to the fact the
tariff-complementarity effect (given by (6)) is also monotonically increasing ind
and decreasing inc and b. Intuitively, for certain parameter values, the tariff
complementarity effect is very large and the deviating country is more likely to

14This counter-intuitive result can also be seen, for certain parameter values, in Kennan and Riezman
(1990) where the country outside the free-trade agreement actually receives higher welfare than the
countries that have signed the free-trade agreement.
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benefit from a large reduction in the tariff between non-deviating countries. Thus,
non-discrimination is more likely to be preferred when comparative advantage
(i.e., d 2 c) is large since a greater comparative advantage implies a larger
tariff-complementarity effect. Likewise, discrimination is more likely to be
preferred when the demand curve is steep (i.e.,b is large) since a steep demand
curve implies a smaller tariff-complementarity effect.

c˜Another qualification to Proposition 3 is the possibility thatt will be a function
of r. For example, assume that the non-deviating countries simply maintain the

c c˜ ˆmost-cooperative tariff in periods of retaliation (i.e.,t 5 t (r)). In this case,
discriminatory punishment will be preferred only if (25) is satisfied (where

c˜≠t /≠r . 0). This assumption will actually have the effect of expanding the
parameter values for which non-discrimination would be preferred, since (as can

c˜be seen in Fig. 4) there is a wide range oft for which

DP GDP≠W 1 ≠WX
]] ]]]2 , 0.c c3˜ ˜≠t ≠t

However, given Lemma 4, it is still the case that a small movement away from
non-discriminatory punishment will be beneficial as

DP GDP≠W 1 ≠WX
]] ]]]2 . 0.c c3˜ ˜≠t ≠t

c c N 15˜ ˆin the area around the Nash equilibrium (i.e., whent 5 t (r) is close tot ).

6 . Conclusion

In this paper we are concerned with the question of whether exceptions to the
MFN principle should be made within the dispute phase of international agree-
ments. We show that, within a standard model of a self-enforcing agreement,
discriminatory punishment actually reduces the severity of punishment that can be
threatened to potential cheaters, and thus leads to a less cooperative agreement.
Therefore, countries would be better off if they could credibly commit to
non-discriminatory punishment (symmetric punishment of all members of the
agreement) since such punishment is a stronger deterrent to deviations.

However, we also derive two cases under which discriminatory punishment is
beneficial. First, discriminatory punishment is beneficial when member countries
can collude against cheaters in the punishment phase. Second, discriminatory
punishment is beneficial since it minimizes the enforcement problems created by

15 c c˜ ˆNote that, whent 5 t (r,d ), the relative benefits of discrimination will be tied to the discount
cˆfactor as, when countries discount the future heavily,t (r,d ) will be close to the Nash equilibrium and

thus discrimination will be preferred.
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the potential for renegotiation and thereby allows the agreement to credibly
threaten more stringent punishment against deviating countries. Our results imply
that discriminatory trade barriers may be the preferred instrument of enforcement
in those agreements that are susceptible to the problems of renegotiation.

The results also have important implications for the use of trade sanctions as a
means of enforcing agreements covering domestic policies. The success of GATT
negotiations in lowering tariff barriers has turned attention to the use of domestic
policies as secondary instruments of protection. Indeed, many of the current trade
disputes, whether it is the US challenging current liquor taxes in Chile, or
Venezuela challenging the system of gasoline taxes in the US, revolve around
domestic policies (i.e., internal taxes and regulations). Cooperation over domestic
policies will only gain in importance in the coming years as issues involving labor
and environmental standards move to the forefront. However, as international
negotiations concentrate on a country’s domestic policies, one unanswered
question remains the proper means of enforcement. Specifically, should ‘side’
agreements over a country’s domestic policies be enforced with the threat of the
suspension of trade concessions? This question is especially contentious given that
current GATT/WTO rules forbid the use of trade sanctions as a threat to either
induce members to accept obligations or to enforce international cooperation in
agreements outside of those negotiated within GATT/WTO.

Previous theoretical research on the question of issue linkage has analyzed it
within bilateral models of cooperation. For example, Cesar and de Zeeuw (1996)
show that given asymmetry across the two countries, issue linkage may be
optimal. However, Abrego et al. (2001) argue that side payments are a more
efficient means of ensuring cooperation among asymmetric countries. In addition,
Ederington (2002) shows that the stronger threat of trade policy sanctions is not
necessary to enforce an agreement covering domestic policies. Thus, previous
research using bilateral models of cooperation has failed to make a strong case for
issue linkage (or the use of trade policy sanctions as a means of enforcing
agreements covering domestic policies). However, such models ignore the fact that
one of the inherent advantages of trade policy over domestic policy as an
enforcement mechanism is its discriminatory potential. While a general consump-
tion tax on wheat does not distinguish between US, Russian or Australian wheat, a
country-specific tariff does. One of the advantages of trade sanctions may lie in its
ability to punish only those members who are cheating on the agreement, while
maintaining cooperation among the rest.

For example, assume the three-country model of Section 2, but now let each
country have access to two policy instruments: trade policy and domestic policy.
Domestic policy represents all the internal rules and regulations of the importing
country that apply to the sale and production of the good while trade policy
represents taxes placed upon the good on arrival in the country and can be specific
to the nation of origin. Assume that countries can craft a domestic policy that is a
perfect substitute for a non-discriminatory tariff (e.g., a combination consumption
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tax and production subsidy). Then the sole difference between trade policy and
domestic policy is that trade policy can be discriminatory. It should then be
immediately apparent that all the results of our paper are applicable to the use of
trade sanctions as a means of enforcing international agreements covering non-
discriminatory domestic policies. For example, assume that countries form an
agreement to set cooperative domestic policies. Under the standard self-enforcing
model of Section 3, the optimal punishment will entail a non-discriminatory
reversion to the Nash equilibrium. This punishment can be accomplished by a
reversion to the Nash equilibrium in domestic policies alone, and thus trade
sanctions will not assist in maintaining greater cooperation. However, if punish-
ments are required to be renegotiation-proof (as in Section 5) then the optimal
punishment will entail discrimination against the deviating country. Since such
discrimination cannot be accomplished through domestic policy, the discriminat-
ory potential of trade sanctions will assist in maintaining greater cooperation.
Thus, the results of our paper suggest that trade sanctions may be a useful
enforcement mechanism for those agreements that are sensitive to the problems of
renegotiation.
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A  ppendix A. Proof of Lemma 2

cRearranging (12) one derives that a cooperative tariff (t ) is supported within
NP c c Cthe non-discriminatory agreement provided thatW #f(t ) wheref(t );W 2

D C C D[(12d ) /d ](W 2W ). From the definitions ofW andW one can derive that
c c c c N NP

≠f /≠t $ 0 at t 5 0 and ≠f /≠t # 0 at t 5t . Likewise, ≠[(12r)W 1
C c c N NP C

rW ] / ≠t #0 for all t [ [0, t ]. Finally, note thatf 5 [(12r)W 1rW ]
c NP C c c Nand≠f /≠t #≠[(12r)W 1rW ] / ≠t at t 5t . Therefore, for a sufficiently

low discount factor, the self-enforcement constraint will bind and there exists a
NP N NP C NP NP

t [ [0,t ] such that [(12r)W 1rW ] 5f(t ), and [(12r)W 1
C c c NP NP

rW ] ,f(t ) for t $t . This set-up is reflected in Fig. 1 wheret is the
lowest cooperative tariff for which the self-enforcement constraint binds. It should

DP NP DP NP DPthen be apparent that, ifW $W , then t $t (where t is the lowest
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cooperative tariff for which the self-enforcement constraint binds with discriminat-
DP NP DP NPory punishment). Likewise, ifW #W , thent #t . h

A ppendix B. Proof of Proposition 2

From (7) and (18) one can compare the collusive tariff with discrimination
DC N(t ) to the noncollusive, non-discriminatory tariff (t ):YX YX

y9M ZDC N y DC c y N N c˜ ˜ ]]]t 2t 5 e t , t 2 e t , t 1 t (B.1)f s d s dgYX YX X YX X YX YZ y9 y9M 1MY Z

y DC c y N N˜Employing a Taylor series expansion of the terme t , t 2 e t , tf s d s dgX YX X YX YZ

and assuming linear supply and demand functions one can simplify (B.1) to:

y9 y9 y9M 1M MY Z ZDC N c N˜ ]]]]]] ]]]t 2t 5 t 2t (B.2)YX YX YZ y9 y9y9 y9 y9 M 1MO M 1M 1M3 4 Y ZJ Y Z
J

Thus, from (B.2) one can derive that the discriminatory tariff with collusion is
DC N c˜greater than the non-discriminatory tariff (t .t ) provided thatt is suffi-YX YX

c N˜ciently close to the Nash tariff. Given thatt ,t this is a sufficient condition forYZ

the deviating country (X) to receive lower welfare along the punishment path.

A ppendix C. Proof of Lemma 4

The effect of a small decrease in the tariff between non-deviating countries
c˜(t 5 t ) on the welfare of the deviating country is given by:YZ

y y
≠W ≠pX Xy]] ]]5 2M (C.1)c cX˜ ˜≠t ≠t

c˜Likewise, the effect on global welfare of a small decrease int (evaluated at the
Nash equilibrium) is given by:

y y y y y
≠ W 1W 1W ≠p ≠ps dX Z Y X Zy y]]]]]] ]] ]5 2M 2M (C.2)c c cX Z˜ ˜ ˜≠t ≠t ≠t

y yGiven the symmetry of the model (i.e.,M 5M at the Nash equilibrium) andZ X

using (1) and (2), one can derive that

y y y y
≠ W 1W 1W ≠W1 s dX Z Y X

]]]]]]] ]], , 0c c3 ≠t ≠t

if:
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y9 x9M 1O MD Z J≠t jYX
]] ]]]]]], (C.3)c y9 y9 x9˜≠t M 1M 1O MZ y J

J

c˜Thus, according to (C.3), a decrease int from the Nash equilibrium will
benefit the nondeviating countries more than the deviating country if the tariff
complementarity effect is sufficiently small. Using (6), one can show that (C.3) is
satisfied if:

x9 y9 y9 y9O M M 2M 1M , 0 (C.4)f s dgJ Y Z Z
j

i 9SinceM , 0 for each goodi and countryJ, it is direct to derive that the aboveJ

condition is satisfied. h
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